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The Mystery of Misselthwaite Manor

“The Mystery of Misselthwaite Manor'' takes a new spin on the famous board game

known as “Clue”. “The Mystery of Misselthwaite Manor” is a game based on The Secret Garden

by Frances Hodgson Burnett. This prospective themed board game would center around finding

out who discovered the secret garden which belonged to Lilias Craven, Archibald Craven’s

deceased wife, and was kept away somewhat mysteriously within the confines of Misselthwaite

Manor. For most of the duration of this tale, Lilias Craven’s garden was almost enigmatic,

leaving Mary Lennox and her curious counterparts stumped quite frequently. Though, with how

this game would be set up, this baffling family secret could possibly be debunked by not only

Mary Lennox, but a whole host of other “Misselthwaitians” as well.

As for how the game itself is played, the game will require two to six players aged eight

years or older, akin to how the original game “Clue” is set up. When played properly, the game

should take no longer than an hour to complete and ultimately uncover who unlocked the secret

garden. The potential garden-unlockers for the sake of this game includes Mary Lennox, Dickon

Sowerby, Ben Weatherstaff, Martha Sowerby, Colin Craven and Archibald Craven. The objects

that may aid in the unlocking of the secret garden include a trowel, a book, a painting, a key, a

rose, and a robin redbreast. There are six pivotal rooms within the board game to represent six

different rooms within Misselthwaite Manor (a purely narrow selection out of the manor’s
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unimaginably vast expanse), to include Mary’s room, Colin’s room, Martha’s room, Ben’s room,

Archibald’s office and the secret garden itself. Players will use one of six bronze pawns with

varying symbols on them (key, fox, shovel, heart, flower, crown) to represent the lineup of

suspects as they play through the game and try to crack the code on “whodunit”, where and with

what. While playing this version of the game, the children may go into separate rooms to

investigate, but if they choose to go into the same room and work together as a team, they get 2

guesses instead of the usual singular guess. The adult characters will work as they normally did

in the classic game of “Clue” where they can go into any room in the house and may only make

one guess.

The elements where the game begins to diverge thematically from the original nature of

“Clue” are intertwined within the board game’s objective and involve themes surrounding

disability and how disability (or the perception of it) impacts the characters contained within

Burnett’s classic story, The Secret Garden. As for how the board game ties together The Secret

Garden with themes surrounding disability, in the story, disability/illness (or even perceived

disability/illness) was seen as an impediment to progress/leading a full life. As an example, when

Colin Craven had the belief that he would become a hunchback like his father, everyone around

him including himself saw that as something to be feared and dreaded, rather than understood

and accommodated. Mary Lennox’s traditionally sour disposition could even be seen as a reason

why her ill-temperament was an impediment to her finding the secret garden. Until she “got

better”, she would not be able to find the secret garden and feel genuine happiness. In the case of

“The Mystery of Misselthwaite Manor”, this perception of disability is integrated into the nature

of the game. Colin and Mary were written as being unable to be truly happy and lead fulfilling

lives until they were “cured”. If the children characters choose to work together they get 2
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guesses instead of just one, as mentioned earlier. This is because in the book, until all three of the

children  worked together, they didn’t get well. Once they befriended each other and worked

together on the garden, they got better quickly and ended up being very happy and looked to be

“cured” of their ailments.

Word Count: 657

Honor Pledge: I hereby declare upon my word of honor that I have neither given nor received

unauthorized help on this work.

- Elizabeth Barr and Amanda Ramirez
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Figure 1. The character roster for “The Mystery of Misselthwaite Manor”
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Figure 2. The player pieces, objects, die and cards for “The Mystery of Misselthwaite Manor”
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Figure 3. The “blueprints” for the game board for “The Mystery of Misselthwaite Manor”
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